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I perceive, feel, sense
Sensory Design
I perceive, feel, senseWe are us d to think of aesthetics to be 
something visual, but the word’s origins 
are in the Greek “aisthanomai”, meaning
“I perceive, feel, sense”
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Abstract
Sensory design is a design practice aiming at activating our sen-ses. The human senses are commonly divided into sight, hearing, touch, smell, and taste. Through a systematic increase of sensory richness of products, services, and environments, our encounters can become more immersive, holistic, and feel more meaningful. In the past years sensory design has gained growing attention amongst professionals and experts across different fields. In my case study I am exploring two dairy brands through a multi-sensory approach: Valio, the biggest Finnish dairy producer in the domestic market, and Finlandia; Valio’s US based branch. One of the aims of this thesis is to familiarise Valio with the concept of sensory design and explore how the brands could be developed further in this area. This thesis can be divided into three parts; theoretical background, field research, and the design process and production of the final pieces. Theoretical background briefly opens up the concept of sensory design, before focusing on the framework for this particular study. Sensory experiences related to food and eating are the focal point of my research and the design process. Field research focuses on a research trip conducted in the United States in March 2018, and cross-modal association tests held in Helsinki, Finland, over the course of two weeks in April 2018. The last part illustrates the design process behind the two final pieces: sensorial identities de-veloped for Valio and Finlandia, and conceptual artwork inspired by the mouthfeel of cheese.
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Introduction
Sensory design is a design practice aiming at activating our senses through a systematic increase of sensory richness of products, ser-vices, and environments in order for the experiences to feel more im-mersive, thus being regarded as more holistic and meaningful. In the past years it has gained growing attention amongst artists, designers, and academics alike as more research has emerged to suggest that senses, constantly interacting with the environment, fundamentally impact all our actions and decisions by sending us conscious and sub-conscious messages, which we react to. Sensory engagement is sug-gested to impact our emotions, memories, and perception, and thus could be regarded as a powerful tool for designing, researching and marketing.Eating is our primary need, and also one of the most multisensory of our daily experiences stimulating our senses of sight, sound, smell, touch, and taste, making the subject of food a fruitful platform for ex-ploration and experiments. Growing number of companies in the food and beverage industry are active in the research of sensory design and how it is harnessed to enhance the brand experience.  Valio, the biggest Finnish dairy company in the domestic market, com-missioned the case study for this thesis. I was set out to study Valio and their US based brand Finlandia in the scope of sensory design and to explore how the brands could be developed further in this area. The particular interest and objectives were colour and material design for both brands and defining sensorial assets that would enable Valio and Finlandia to build more emotionally compelling brand identity domes-tically and in the US markets.In order to meet these objectives a holistic understanding of sensory design had to be acquired, thus various themes and practices consid-ering to be linked with sensory design such as multisensory design, synesthetic design, and cross-modal correspondence are introduced. The focus of this thesis is on food and eating, so related design practic-es and studies such as food design and shape symbolism are looked at. Human sensoriality is discussed with a particular emphasis on flavour 
and oral-somatosensorial experience or mouthfeel; the contributing senses of touch, smell and taste being introduced in more depth.In addition to the theoretical research, a field research and in-depth interviews were conducted in the US, as well as a cross-modal cor-respondence test in Finland in order to gather firsthand knowledge, insights and inspiration for the process and the final design.
Research methodsThis thesis can be divided into three parts: theoretical background, design research and the design process and production of the final pieces.The first part of the thesis illustrates the background and foreknowl-edge of sensory design, introducing other relevant practises, research, and themes, based on secondary data research such as literature re-views and online lectures. Aspects of human sensoriality and senso-rial functioning are introduced, and previous scientific and academic publishings are used to discuss how sensorial approach could benefit design processes and outcomes.The second part of the thesis focuses on design research and collecting primary data on the topic and for the case study. Design research “isn’t a scientific endeavor aimed at finding truths” (Freach, 2011, para. 2), it is to inspire the process of design, and is therefore considered qual-itative in its nature. Explorative and ethnographic methods were also studied in order to inspire the framework of interviews and experi-ments conducted in Finland and the US.The third part of the thesis consists of the design process, covering my personal design philosophy, inspiration and the production stages of the final pieces. Findings generated from the design research phase contribute to the conceptualization of the final designs.
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Part 1
Theoretical
background
Multisensory design
Multisensory design can be defined at its simplest as designing for senses. The human senses are commonly divided into sight, hearing, touch, smell, and taste, and they can also be referred to as sensory mo-
dalities. These basic senses, or modalities, function as communication channels through which we receive information, and make sense of our surroundings. Many other forms of sensory cells exist, but these five senses encompass the basis of the multisensory theory (Haver-kamp, 2012). Human perception is already fundamentally multisensory of nature (Haverkamp, 2012), but when discussed and analyzed in the context of design practise ‘multisensory’ tends to refer to designers’ aim to consciously extend the sensory richness of products, environments, services and media in order for the encounters to feel more inclusive and immersive (Lupton & Lipps, 2018). Multisensory design aims to appeal to our minds and bodies through a stimulation of different sen-sory channels: visual, auditory, kinesthetic, olfactory and gustatory. 
o
It has been argued that modern life has become increasingly un-senso-ry, as the rapid advancements in technology have resulted in decreased amount of everyday sensory encounters (Youssef & Spence, 2016). For 
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example, when the experience of reading a newspaper or a magazine is transformed into a digital form, we lack elements such as touch and feel of the paper, the rustling, and the smell of ink and glue binding. Almost as an objection to the digital age, artists, designers and aes-thetics of everyday life now seem to suggest a growing demand for im-plications of the senses. A strong trend in hand-made objects, tactile materials and surfaces can be seen: they invite us to perceive in a more holistic way. Prevailing ethos seems to be that the more holistically we perceive things, the more enjoyable and memorable we may regard them. Don Norman, a professor of Computer Science, Psychology and Cognitive Science, and the director of the Design Lab in the University of California, argues that sensations are critical in assessment of prac-tically anything as “we are, after all, biological creatures, with physical bodies, arms, and legs. A huge amount of the brain is taken up by the sensory systems, continually probing and interacting with the envi-ronment” (2004, p. 79). The best experiences, according to Norman, make full use of this interaction.New research confirms the idea that as we perceive the world through our senses, our bodily sensations impact the decisions we make of-ten without our conscious awareness (Krishna & Schwarz, 2014). The idea is rooted in neuroscience, according to which strong emotional responses in us lead to creation of sensory memory, which again con-tributes to our long-term memory, meaning that we are more inclined to reminisce the experience and thus regard it as more meaningful (Matheny, 2016). Many researchers have observed a notable shift towards the development of more sensorially engaging experiences, services and products. The theory that sensory engagement indeed affects our emotions, memories, and perceptions, and thus what we choose to experience and consume, seems to gain growing acceptance (Krishna, 2010; Krishna, Cianb & Aydınoglu, 2017; Lindström, 2005). 
Experience of eating
Many people would regard eating as one of the most enjoyable expe-riences. It can be considered as highly multisensory, as it stimulates our senses of smell, taste, sight, touch and hearing (Youssef & Spence, 2011). We see and smell the food we’re eating, we touch food as we 
prepare and consume it, and feel and taste during oral processing. We use the term flavour generally to describe taste and aroma, but in a scientific context flavour is regarded as the holistic perception of mul-tiple sensations such as smell, taste, texture, thermal and kinesthetic effects as well as visual presentation of the food (Choi, 2013).It has been studied that out of all the senses, smell and taste have a potential to evoke some of the strongest emotional feedback in us (Spence, 2015). Scientists and psychologists have observed that the processing of smell and taste happen in the part of the brain that is also responsible for creating memories, and memories again impact us emotionally (Matheny, 2016).
Food design Possibly due to their highly sensorially stimulating effects, the con-cepts of food and eating have been considered and utilized as plat-forms for exploration, communication, and experimenting by sensory designers. Previously in neurogastronomy, but more recently in the emerging field of Food design, the professionals have been designing experiences aiming to awaken the senses by heightening them, stir-ring them up, or delivering some food for thought.“Designers who work with the subject of food are often called food de-signers”, says Marijke Vogelzang, the founder of Dutch Institute of Food and Design (Vision on Food and Design, n.d., para. 1). The areas that food designers work within can extend from the visual presentation of food, to dealing with larger concepts surrounding food consump-tion and the experience of eating such as its psychological effects, the origins of food, preparation, etiquette, history, and the culture around eating; often aiming at challenging the existing preconceptions. Food design is considered highly interdisciplinary of its nature, as it often involves a diversity of methodologies and philosophies related to both food and the practice of design (Wist, 2015). Therefore the term ‘food design’ can be considered to be problematic in its definition (Wist, 2015).For example, Giulia Soldati’s graduation project ‘Contatto’ from the Design Academy Eindhoven, explores our interaction with food from a perspective of removing all the distractions between the food and the 
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person. A hand is used both as a plate and cutlery; each course of food is prepared by hand straight onto the viewer’s hand, from where it is eaten. The project aims to question and challenge the barriers we’ve created between our sensory perception and the world around us, and to neglect essential sensorial experiences, such as touch, back to the to the process of eating. (Contatto – A New Culinary Culture, n.d.) New York based food designer Emilie Baltz again focuses on bringing out the fun and delight in the interaction of food and the senses. In her project ‘Color Feast’ the guests were served a menu of all white foods under changing colour light, aiming to explore the effect that colour has on our perception of taste.She also frequently holds lectures and workshops sharing insights into her practice. In the food design workshops she encourages students through creative and playful assignments to consider the sensory ex-perience of their work, alongside their ethical, aesthetic, historical and political implications. (Emilie Baltz – Storytelling for the Senses, n.d.)Food can be religiously, politically and ideologically charged as a sub-ject, but it can also function as connector or a mediator between dif-ferent cultures. Through food we can educate and learn about each other.
Multisensory design 
and the food industry“In the past, communications with customers were essentially mono-logues –companies just talked at consumers. Then they evolved into dialogues, with customers providing feedback. Now they are becom-ing multidimensional conversations, with products finding their own voices and consumers responding viscerally and subconsciously to them.” (Krishna, n.d., para. 2)Sensorial engagement is currently being recognized also as a part of marketing success, and many brands from food and beverage, to prod-uct and retail industries are waking up to the realization, that involv-ing multiple senses in the brand and product experience all combine in the brain to create longer lasting impressions and enhanced expe-riences (Greenwald, 2016). By targeted sensorial cues of visual image, sound, smell, taste, feel and texture, brands can create subconscious triggers that affect consumers’ perception of abstract notions of the 
brand and its products and services -such as their values, sophistica-tion or quality (Krishna, 2010). Recent researches within the food sector also show that the tradition-al value drivers of taste, price, and convenience have been supple-mented by evolving value drivers, and so-called product plus factors; meaning that when making their food choices, people are increasingly basing their decisions on factors such as health and wellness, social impact, specific ingredients, how the product was made, where it was made, the values of the manufacturer and retailer, and the experience: including brand interaction and engagement spanning pre, during and post-purchase (The Global Dairy Sector - Trends And Opportunities, 2017). According to studies, especially the younger generations seek and spend on services and experiences more than ever (Ewen, 2017). Research therefore suggests that even the food companies must be able to harness more holistic approach, meaning paying attention to all aspects of food production; including communication, and general brand experience.
o
Design has long been a fundamental part of how we consume food: the packaging we eat from, and the spaces we eat in have all been designed (Wist, 2015). But in the past years an increased amount of companies have started to show an interest towards the concept of multisensory design, as it is thought no longer to be enough for brands to just cre-ate logos, packaging, and websites, but instead to give a holistic brand experience that speaks to all of the senses (Brand Trends – Multisen-sory Experiences, 2015). “Through a creative, collaborative approach, designers can reveal ideas, solutions, and narratives behind our daily eating experiences in a meaningful way” (Wist, 2015, para. 8). Design-ers can help food companies to communicate and engage by creating space for storytelling between the producer and the consumer. 
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On sensoriality
Humans have three types of memory: Long term, short term and sen-sory memory, the latter being made up of the traditional five senses of sight, sound, smell, touch and taste (Matheny, 2016). “Senses serve as media that give rise to perceived sensations, which then act as stimuli for emotions“ (Karana & van Kesteren, 2013, p. 6).Senses can also generally be divided into higher and lower senses; higher senses of sight and hearing are often seen as more rational and logical, as opposed to the lower senses of taste, touch and smell that are considered to be much more emotional of our senses (Youssef & Spence, 2011). This division may be an implication of the fact that taste, touch and smell are processed in the part of the brain that is closely connected to the limbic system, which is considered as the cen-tre for emotion and memory (Norman, 2004). 
From senses to memoriesSome professionals within neuroscience, psychology and design have also referred to the lower senses of taste, touch and smell as the “for-gotten” senses, as the modern world has been largely focusing on the stimulation of the senses of sight and hearing (Spence, 2015). The use of digital media for instance, heightens only our visual perception and hearing, while lower senses are being disregarded.Sight and hearing are the most effective ways to attract attention and thus easily accessible channels for communication, but their impact on us can sometimes be relatively short lived. Neuroscientists have dis-covered that different senses carry different levels of recall: the sense of sight has the lowest of 100 milliseconds, sound 3-4 seconds, smell and taste having the longest 5 seconds (Matheny, 2016). But through whichever sense we perceive something that we have an emotional response to, will help our brain to extend the memory of it (Matheny, 2016).
Sensation vs. PerceptionSensation and perception are the two stages of processing of the sens-es. Sensation is the stimulus of a sensory organ, and perception is the 
awareness or understanding of that sensation i.e. sensory information. We generally sense first and perceive after –but not all sensations are perceived, as some of them may affect us unconsciously. (Krishna, 2011)
Sight and colour
Sight is a predominant human sense; meaning it is the most respon-sive to the environment (Gobe, 2009). Sight is also the most utilized sense in our culture even though of all the senses, the attention of it is the most challenging to sustain (Lindström, 2005; Cruz, 2017). It often functions as a starting point for other senses by preparing or setting expectations for the encounter; for instance even when we sense tex-ture, the sense of sight acts prior to touch (Choi, 2013), or when some-thing looks rotten, we expect it to taste and smell bad. Shapes and co-lours are the first ones to be picked up by sight (Wellesley College, 2013), thus vision plays a significant role also in marketing. There are several factors that affect brands through sight such as logo, products, and colour (Gobe, 2009).
Colours have the capacity of conveying information without words or dialogue. The associations we make with different colours may acti-vate thoughts and memories, and impact our perception both con-sciously and subconsciously (Gobe, 2009). They can be used to high-light attributes in design, to express or suggest emotions or value, or to set the mood; Colours should therefore be considered as a vital tool for communication and chosen with care, as they can carry a lot of meaning (Gobe, 2009).Sight and colour together also impact our experiences with food. For instance, if something is perceived as red without giving the context of shape or knowing the situation (whether it is a starter or a dessert), we could build expectation for the food to taste either sweet, or spicy. According to Charles Spence, a professor of experimental psychology at Oxford University, the colours we see as we prepare ourselves to eat can even be used to affect our experience of flavour. Spence has found 
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that “a strawberry-flavoured mousse tastes ten per cent sweeter when served from a white container rather than a black one; that coffee tastes nearly twice as intense but only two-thirds as sweet when it is drunk from a white mug rather than a clear glass one” (Twilley, 2015, para. 7).
Smell, taste, touch,
and the complexity of flavour
Smell is considered to be the most primal and ancient of all the sens-es (Herz, 2007). It has not only the longest recall, but according to research most of our emotions are generated by the sense of smell, thus making it the strongest inducer of memories (Lindström, 2005; Verbeek, 2016). It seems that designers, marketers and companies are growingly starting to see the sense of smell as an asset, and believe in the benefits of conscious applications of scents. Scents have the ability to evoke connections, create mood states, and function as a signifier (Lindström, 2005).As our oral and nasal cavities are directly connected (Richardson, 2015), it is no wonder that the sense of smell impacts our sense of taste. “Scientists have long claimed that much of what is perceived as flavour is actually filtered through the olfactory receptors, with taste buds playing a much smaller role”, meaning that the sense of smell significantly contributes to our perception of flavour (Twilley, 2015, para. 5). Due to smell’s contribution we are not only able to detect nuances in what we taste on top of the five basic tastes of salty, sweet, bitter, sour, and umami; but also therefore food has the potential to evoke memories and emotions (Richardson, 2015).
Touch is the first sense humans develop in the womb, and the last one to disappear, as we get old (Krishna, 2012). Various researches into the role of touch highlight the importance of this sensation. The so-ciological importance of touch aside, touching and feeling materials, surfaces, and textures seem to affect us too. Some studies have even found a link between materials and emotions: different textures may have the potential to elicit either positive or negative emotions in us through their physical and sensorial properties (Karana & van Kes teren, 2013). Nevertheless it has started to be widely acknowledged that textures have the capacity of conveying information and creating
meaning, to which we respond either consciously, or unconsciously (Spence et al., 2013).Touch may often be considered as stimulation coming from the out-side as we interact with the world around us, but we use it internally as well. We touch food as we prepare it and eat it not only with our hands, but also with our mouth. Through oral-somatosensation, or ‘mouthfeel’ we are capable of detecting an array of textural, but also chemical sensations such as spice, heat, viscosity, and cooling (Choi, 2013). Oral-somatosensation is also another important contributor to the perception of flavour.
Flavour is a complex sensation produced by many different senses such as taste, smell, texture, mouthfeel, sight and colour, and can be thus be considered as one of the most multisensory of our daily expe-riences (Spence, 2015).
Fig 4. Memory foam jacket
by Nadine Goebfert ^^
Fig 5. Rocking horses by 
Studio Trippin ^
Fig 6. Contatto eating experi-
ence by Giulia Soldatti  >
Fig 1. Perfumed paper fans
by Atelier Oi ^
Fig 2. Rocking horses made 
from Icelandic horsehide; 
paired with scents matching 
the colours by Studio Trippin ^  
Fig 3. Travel cakes by Emilie 
Baltz  >
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Synesthetics and the
Cross-modal correspondenceMultisensory design is often primarily considered to refer to an ex-perience that stimulates each individual sensory channel separately (Haverkamp, 2012), indicating that we perceive a product or design in phases: firstly through its visual properties, then tactile properties, followed by possible olfactory and/or gustatory properties, thus the term does not automatically refer to situations when sensory data is received simultaneously through multiple senses, or give consider-ation on how the senses may impact each other. This may be due to the fact that the majority of research into human sensory perception has focused on understanding how each sense op-erates in isolation (Spence & Ngo, 2012). However, contemporary psy-chological and neuroscientific research has been focusing on humans’ capability of making cross-sensory connections (Haverkamp, 2012), meaning that two or more senses can interact and impact each oth-er: sensation in one sensory channel could activate another without its direct stimulus. These interactions occur naturally in people with a rare neurological condition synesthesia. Associating colours with numbers and letters, or taste with shapes, are examples of synesthetic perception. Historically in the context of design, the concept of creat-ing connections between senses was already acknowledged during the Bauhaus era, when Wassily Kandinsky, known to be a synesthete, ex-plored sensory connections in painting and music (Haverkamp, 2012).It has been studied recently, that non-synesthetes can also experi-ence cross-sensory associations, or cross-modal correspondences eit-her spontaneously or intentionally (Spence & Ngo, 2012; Haverkamp 2012.). However, in contrast to genuine synesthesia, cross-modality is intuitive and dependent on the context. Some cross-modal associ-ations can be universal, but they can also be subjective or culture re-lated, as our perception is influenced by the preconceptions we obtain over the course of life (Haverkamp 2012).Currently a lot of multisensory design sets out to deal with various senses separately, rather than exploring the possibilities of cross-sen-sory connections. Synesthetics as a methodology of multisensory de-sign comprises all possible connections between the five senses, and these connections are referred to as cross-modal correspondences. (Haverkamp, 2012)
Shapes of food It has been studied that people can associate shapes, colours and forms to what they eat (Spence & Ngo, 2012). Charles Spence runs the Cross-modal Research Lab at Oxford University, which studies the ways our brains receive and implement information given through our senses, with a particular focus on cross-modal correspondences. Him and other academics have looked at various cross-modal interactions such as the effects of sound and taste, colours and taste, and smell and taste, and their discoveries indicate that everything we perceive during eating, like the objects we see and handle, the materials and textures we touch and feel, the sounds and music we hear, the mouth-feel of food, and the perceived flavour, affect us and allow us to form cross-modal associations (Spence et al., 2013). 
Shape symbolism can be seen as a specific form of cross-modal cor-respondence, and when studied in the food and beverage context in particular, it refers to the idea that people can associate certain attri-butes of food to different abstract shapes when asked to describe their eating experiences (Spence & Ngo, 2012). The topic of shape symbol-ism dates as far as Plato, so for researchers it is not a new phenome-non. (Spence & Ngo, 2012) However, the earlier studies documented by psychologists and linguists in the 1920s have focused largely on the shape symbolism of sound, so the contemporary cross-modal research has found a niche in studying the correspondences that exist between shapes and flavours; flavour encompassing taste, and oral-somatosen-sory attributes of foodstuffs.
Fig 1. Which of these images looks like Baluma and which one Takete? The origins of shape 
symbolism date back at 1929 when German psychologist Wolfgang Köhler observed that the 
majority of people match the ‘rounded’ sounds of Baluma with the more organic shape, and 
the ‘harsher’ sound of Takete with the angular star-like shape instead. (Spence & Ngo, 2012)
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Spence and his team have for instance observed that people generally associate sweet flavours to more rounded forms, and bitter flavours to more angular forms. In one other particular study a test group was offered two types of chocolate with mint filling, the only difference being in the consistency of the filling: the other one being more solid and the other one smooth and creamy. The test persons consistently matched the chocolate with creamy filling with organic shapes, and the solid filling with angular shapes instead. According to researchers, this study highlights the impact that oral-somatosensory texture can have on people’s perception, and the cross-modal correspondences people make towards foodstuffs (Spence & Ngo, 2012).Researchers have also observed that cross-modal correspondences and studies in shape associations are rather accessible and easy to conduct, as they seem to provide relatively consistent results already with a small amount of participants. Such experiments typically in-volve no more than 10 to 20 people; taken that the test people come from the same cultural background (Spence & Ngo, 2012). Other than providing insights to human cognition, according to Spen-ce (2012), the studies have also demonstrated that the shapes that people are exposed to during food consumption can have an actual effect on their responses towards foodstuffs. This is why “such shape symbolic associations could be, and in some cases already are being, incorporated into the labeling and/or packaging of food and beverage products in order to subconsciously set up specific sensory expecta-tions in the minds of consumers. -- Although such non-verbal signals (for example, abstract forms) normally go unnoticed by the consum-er’s conscious mind, that does not necessarily mean that such cues are not picked-up and utilized by the unconscious mind” (Spence & Ngo, 2012, para. 1, 5).Setting up sensory expectations and responding to them accordingly can result in more positive sensorial feedback (Spence & Ngo, 2012), and thus it may partially help in the attempts of providing holistic ex-periences for people -whether them being encounters with a piece of art, design, a brand, or a service. Academics believe that the shape symbolism could be seen as a benefit especially in the global market-place, as it could have the potential of crossing language borders as a non-verbal signifier; although more research is needed on under-
standing of what shape symbolic and other cross-modal associations are universal, and which ones are more culture specific (Spence & Ngo, 2012).Regardless of whether there will, or will not be real benefits from the use of shape symbolic associations in order for any commercial or cor-porative party to capitalize on them, it seems that in the recent years there has been growing academic research studying cross-modal cor-respondences in the experience of eating, with a particular focus on oral-somatosensation and shape symbolism. So far chefs, designers and artist have been in the frontier of exploiting these findings in dif-ferent creative ways. (Spence et al., 2013)
Senses and emotion in brandingIn past years many academics and experts have come to acknowledge that senses and the way they interact fundamentally impact our at-titudes on how we gravitate towards things around us. Martin Lind-ström, an expert specialized in sensory branding, believes that in or-der to build a strong brand, companies need to be aware of the inner processes of customers and create an understanding of how these pro-cesses are sparked by different senses (2005).What is thought to be essential is to build an emotional atmosphere that would in return help provide a memorable experience of the brand to the customer (Krishna, 2012); and as our bodies and brains respond to everything around us, this could be achieved by integrating senses as part of the process. According to Norman, senses play a big part in design on the subconscious level, and that is why focusing on sensorial enhancements can be beneficial  (2004). Senses inform us consciously and unconsciously, having the potential to give us either discomfort or confirmation in our encounters, affecting the experience and our attitude towards a possible re-encounter.Aradhna Krishna, an academic and one of the leading experts in senso-ry marketing, says that brand experience these days should be thought of as sensations, feelings, perceptions, and behavioral responses evoked by senses (2012). As established earlier, senses are linked to memories, emotions, and feelings, and emotions again impact our 
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decision-making (Rodriguez, Hultén, & Brito, 2011; Norman, 2004). Furthermore, the more multisensorial the stimulus i.e. the more sens-es that are involved during the encounter, the more holistic and mem-orable the overall experience becomes. 
Case study:
Valio and Finlandia
In my case study I was set out to study two brands through an mul-tisensory approach; Valio, the biggest Finnish dairy company in the domestic market, and Finlandia: Valio’s US based branch, through a multisensory approach. Commissioned by Valio, the sole aim is to in-troduce the company to the concept of sensorial design, and to demon-strate how Valio and Finlandia could be developed further in this area. The areas of particular interest for the company included colour and material design, and understanding the impacts of senses. Valio is also interested in the prospect of introducing ‘fresh products’ to the US market, so another focal point for the study is to explore how to move Valio’s and Finlandia’s identities closer together, so that they could be internationally recognized as being under the same brand umbrella, as now their communication is visually very different. Moreover, cultur-al specific attitudes and preferences should in this case be taken into consideration in the final design.Domestically Valio’s product range encompasses almost all known dairy products, but in this case study however, due to the US possi-bility Valio’s concept has been narrowed down to include only the so-called ‘fresh snack products’, including different yoghurts, quarks, and drinkables, whereas Finlandia’s concept will include cheeses and butter.
The story of ValioValio is the biggest Finnish dairy company in the domestic market, founded in 1905 by the farmers. Valio takes pride in still being co-owned by the framers, and in the hundred years of tradition and ex-perience they have in the Finnish dairy industry. One of the compa-ny’s focal points is on transparency and sustainable farming; the ethos 
being that “a happy cow simply produces better milk”. All newborn calves are given names -which sums up the key values that the compa-ny is aiming to convey: to be more responsible, safe, and care for the wellbeing of customers, producers and animals alike.Innovation is said to be the heart of the company, as since the estab-lishment of the first Valio laboratory in 1916, the company has won awards with their expertise and product development. Evoking ideas and mental images of the Northern nature are thought to be the com-pany’s competitive edge especially in the international market. (Valio, a dairy co-operative owned by farmers, n.d.)
The story of FinlandiaValio has a long history of importing and selling cheese and butter in the US under the name of Finlandia. Finlandia started as a business in the 1950s, selling cheese to New York-area delis’ before expanding into supermarkets, delis’ and cheese shops throughout the Northeast of America. Finlandia cheeses and butter are considered as premium products, evoking ideas of heritage and craftsmanship, and they pos-sess a long skilled tradition in cheese and butter making. Their prod-ucts are made from the “purest milk in the world”, with nothing arti-ficial, nor added hormones. Finlandia seeks to convey ideas of happy animals and the purity of the Finnish air and nature. (Finlandia – a history of great taste, n.d.)
ObjectivesThrough meetings and conversations with Valio’s Brand and Market-ing Director Hanna Hiekkamies, International Marketing Director An-na-Mari Lammi, and Consumer Insight Manager Kevin Deegan, I out-lined main objectives for the project. The starting point was to study Valio and Finlandia separately as they currently exist: To find out what ideas, feelings, and emotions engender firstly through their brand sto-ries and secondly through their visual communication; including logo, colour palette, shapes, materials, and textures. The aim is to discover how well Valio and Finlandia communicate: How are they perceived on the market?
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I seek to develop Valio’s and Finlandia’s brand identities utilizing sen-sorial design methods; incorporating colours, scents, materials, tex-tures and other sensorial attributes as tools for communication. The goal is to reflect the brand stories and values in a coherent and con-temporary way domestically but especially in the US market. Valio’s identity will be built on fresh products, aiming to evoke ideas of in-novation and wellbeing, whereas Finlandia’s identity will be built on cheeses and butter, which are thought of as more rooted in tradition and craftsmanship. 
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Part 2
Design research
and insights
The associations of
Valio and Finlandia
I started the research process by making moodboards of Valio and Fin-landia, first associating images, concepts, and colours to each brand based on the mental images they evoke through their brand stories and mission excluding anything visual.After this I studied both brands focusing solely on their visual brand-ing, including logo, websites, products and their colour scheme, and made moodboards presenting the associations they engendered in me. Some results could be said to be quite upfront, but they managed to make an impact and were nevertheless received well by Valio.
Finlandia
moodboard 1.Based on its brand message: the story, mission and values, Finlandia evokes ideas of Finnish heritage, which can often easily be linked with nature and cottage life: Such as deep forests, lakes, and the sea. Muted dark natural colours ranging from the green of the pine trees to char-coal black, with a hint of orange and red of the midsummer sunset and the fire of the sauna stove. Aged and rough textures of wood, stones, and copper, and the delicacy of clear water and glass, the smells of burning, smoke, and forest. Many contrasting elements and emotions are at play, from the serenity that arises from solitude and observing 
nature, to force and strength of wood chopping, and to warmth and lassitude generated by sauna.
Finlandia
moodboard 2.Excluding the brand message and focusing on the visual presentation, such as logo and product packaging, Finlandia’s associations change rather explicitly. The most salient attributes are the logo consisting of a lion head, and the name ‘Finlandia’ spelled on top in a font that gen-erates ideas of ‘Finlandia Vodka’ in its resemblance. The positioning of the lion head and the name altogether provoke ideas of heraldry, as well as Finnish Ice Hockey team’s logo, but the colouring seems to be the same as in the flag of Russia. The most distinguishable colours are red, blue, golden yellow, and green, which again as a group can evoke connotations of mixed con-cepts such as communism, imperialism, or Eastern and Asian influ-ences. Together the colour palette, and the angular shapes and sharp lines of the logo and product labeling, create overall impressions of strength and resilience.
Finlandia 1. Finlandia 2.
Keywords
Finnish
quality
craftsmanship
natural
pure
clean
rooted
tradition
heritage
strong
reliable
premium
Valio
moodboard 1.Based on its brand message, Valio highlights its tradition and inno-vation in milk production, which naturally induces sentiments of the Finnish countryside. Red houses and corrugated metal barns and milking apparatus bring in mind early and active mornings at a farm. Fields covered in a light morning mist, meadows with blooming wild flowers, and cows grazing under the blue skies. Feelings of nostalgia, the smell of birches, warm hay, and a barn. The colour intensities rang-ing from the pastel hues of creamy white of the fresh milk and softest pink of the cow’s udder, to the bright green grass and vivid light blue of the sky.
Valio
moodboard 2.When focusing on Valio’s visual image, the most prominent aspect is that the products severely lack overall coherence. Different prod-uct families with individual graphics altogether form a mish mash of typography and colours, contributing to overall confusion about the concept. What is Valio? The graphics range from more old-fashioned labels to updated ones, from all white and delicate pastel colours to hyper energetic reds and greens. The logo’s soft rounded outline could resemble a leaf or a pond, creating links to Finnish nature and the countryside.Regardless of the miscellaneous visual presentation, Valio’s overall ap-pearance manages to evoke notions of happiness and positivity. The increased use of white and blue, and the more rounded and organic shapes of the logo, packaging and labeling alike, create an atmosphere of lightness, and modernity, as well as a link to Finland.
Valio 1.
Keywords
Finnish
wellbeing
traceability
clean
safety
pure
natural
quality
tradition
nostalgia
sustainability
nordic nature
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Focus group: MillennialsBy outlining who the final design is aimed for helps in developing and targeting the message. According to Kevin Deegan, Valio’s Consumer Insight Manager, the current target group for Finlandia in the US is the ‘Foodie Mums’, which can broadly be defined as women between 25-60 years of age, being the primary grocery shoppers in the family, and willing to pay more for quality. However, the age range seems rather big, considering that a person in the age of 25 is likely to have different priorities and aesthetic preferences compared to a 60 year old, so I felt like the focus could be further specified.According to studies, a particularly prominent consumer group cur-rently in the US is the ‘Millennials’. Millennials are people ranging from 22-36 years of age, and as 80% of them are predicted to have children in the next 10 to 15 years, they could be thought of as the ones raising the next generation of consumers (Canning, 2017). Researches state that millennials’ behaviour and preferences are also influencing older generations (Chamlee, 2016). 
Inserting emotions and atmosphereIn summary, Finlandia is altogether visually more coherent, and man-ages to evoke strong emotions through its branding, although it fails to create clear associations of modern Finland. Valio’s product visuals lack in coherence, but it somewhat manages to generate connotations of Finland through its visuals.The main problem seems to be that there is a dissonance between Valio’s and Finlandia’s brand messages and how they visually commu-nicate; resulting in a lack of emotion, which again might reflect to the connections that customers are able to establish with the brands. In order for the brands to be able to generate strong positive percep-tions, they could become more holistic in their communication. There-fore my main focus will be in extracting and strengthening the emo-tions and feelings that the brands are intending to evoke, and translate them into different sensorial attributes such as materials, textures, smells, colours and other elements, that will function as a foundation for Valio’s and Finlandia’s contemporary sensorial identities. 
Valio 2.
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Millennials are said to gravitate towards healthy, clean and natural food in their choices, and cultural flavours such as Scandinavian are also of their interest (Canning, 2017). Studies show that they prefer environmentally conscious food brands, sustainability and trans-parency making the top of their criteria: “People want transparency from the brands and companies they choose to support; -- and often this leads to emotional connections in very powerful ways” (Canning, 2017, para. 11).In terms of communication from food companies, millennials are thought to prefer simplicity, authenticity, personalization (Martino, 2018), and “content that feels less staged and more natural” (Patel, 2017, para. 26). 
Field research and consumer visitsNew York City & Boston12-18 March 2018
One of the aims of this project was to explore both brands, Valio and Finlandia in the context of the US market, and consequently a research trip to the United States was conducted. It is important to validate and gather ideas and information based on experience and personal ob-servation, and not only rely on pre-existing data, literature and publi-cations.The research trip consisted of two parts: a field research in New York and private consumer visits in Boston. During the field research I vis-ited multiple grocer’s shops and concept stores in Manhattan. For the consumer visits I got to meet and interview millennials in their homes in Boston and nearby areas. The aim of the trip was to map out the prevailing visual and mental atmospheres, including attitudes, ideals, and values amongst the assigned focus group and generally in the US.Both the field research and consumer visits were carried out imple-menting qualitative research methods. Field research is a method of data collection conducted in the real world, meaning observing and interacting in natural settings in order to challenge preconceptions 
and hypotheses, but to also get inspired (Saylor Academy, 2012). The observations were documented in the form of notes and photos. In-spiring items and samples were also collected for later analysis.The consumer visits were pre-appointed and carried out using semi-structured in-depth interview that consisted of predetermined open-ended questions and topics aiming to be covered. This form of interviewing permits more open atmosphere for expression, dialogue, and discussion that may diverge from the planned structure, thus it can provide opportunities for new ways of thinking and approaching the topic at hand (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006). People selected for the interviews met the qualifications of the assigned focus group i.e. the millennials.Findings generated from these empirical studies will contribute to the conceptualization of the final design.
New YorkIt seems that in the recent years many retailers in New York have discovered the potential of sensorial design. Many are incorporating multisensory encounters as a part of their concepts aiming to elevate mundane shopping experiences to more meaningful memories. Thus a part of the field research was to experience multisensorial design in practice by visiting concept stores in Manhattan, that specifically pro-claimed enticing customers with experiential and sensorial activities, content, and storytelling. Amongst the visited stores were Innisfree, Korean natural cosmetics line, where all the ingredients have been sourced from the island of Jeju; Perfumerie, a perfume shop claiming to offer “igniting olfactory experiences”; and Glossier, a hyped beauty brand with all pink agenda. I wanted to explore how sensorial design has been implemented in practice, and potentially gain insights and inspiration for the final work. Another goal was to visit grocery stores in Manhattan. The stores were selected based on research of which grocery brands were perceived as the most popular amongst millennials (Golen, 2015). The objectives were to familiarize with the international food market in general, ob-serve the demographics of the customers, to detect visible food trends, and to study other dairy brands.
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Glossier advertises itself as “peo-
ple-powered beauty ecosystem”. 
Their presence is as vivid and 
active online as in real life, pro-
claiming that the “customer is 
the beauty editor”: inviting cus-
tomers to contribute to their 
Instagram stories –a medium 
in which millenials are highly 
active. The store itself is an all-
pink room in the third floor of 
a building, only accessed by an 
elevator that is guarded by a fe-
male bouncer. Once the elevator 
doors open, customers are greet-
ed with up-beat music, custom 
scent, flower arrangements, and 
multiple stations where they can 
sample the products.
Findings and insights
from New YorkAccording to my experience, multisensorial design seems like a com-mon flair in many concept stores around New York. Due to videos, in-stallations, sounds, smells, and sampling: tasting, touching and feeling things, I noticed myself spending more time than average in the shops. I felt happy and curious about things around me, and it lowered my threshold for purchasing. I felt as if I wanted buy a piece or a memory of the experience: a souvenier. After each visit I noticed myself leaving feeling more upbeat. A conclusion could be drawn, that by engaging people emotionally and through different senses in a shop environ-ment, people may end up staying longer. The joint effect of emotional engagement and the prolonged experience again may result into more impulsive purchases. All in all, multisensorial encounters in retail en-vironment make the experiences more engaging and fun.Local and organic produce, plant based products, and clean and natu-ral food with fewer additives where amongst the food trends observed in the grocery shops. From dairy companies, it seems that Icelandic Siggi’s and Norr Skyr, and American Chobani are amongst the most popular brands.
BostonThe main goal for Boston was to connect with the US millennial con-sumers. Interviews were executed over the course of three days and took place in Boston and in the surrounding areas. Sessions included an interview at home, followed by a visit to a local grocery store of interviewee’s choice. Sessions were arranged with families and individuals who met the criteria: They were born between 1980s and the mid-1990s and who considered themselves to have a keen interest in the culture of food. A total of 5 people participated, 3 male and 2 female respondents from four different millennial families: a Latina woman in a relationship with no children, American full-time working dad with a working spouse and three young children, Amer-ican stay-at-home dad with a career spouse and two young children, and full-time working Latino–Irish couple with two small children. 
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Interviews were planned before hand aiming to cover predetermined subject areas. Even though questions and visual material were pre-pared, the aim was to encourage respondents to express themselves freely and eventually engage them in a flowing dialogue.The volunteers were not paid for participating. The sessions took ap-proximately two hours per participant, all of them displaying a posi-tive attitude towards the study. The encounters were recorded in notes and photos, and the data was interpreted afterwards.
ObjectivesThrough the in-depth interviews and observations my aim was to cre-ate an overall understanding of the respondents’ lifestyles, attitudes and outlooks: what influences them, their food choices, and their behaviour as a consumer. What do they know about Finland or the Nordics, what are the associations, and how are they perceived? What their associations on Valio and Finlandia are?I am seeking to validate my hypothesis that Valio and Finlandia both convey attributes that millennials would potentially find appealing in a brand such as transparency, sustainability and wellbeing, but these ideals fail to come across through their visual identities. Another hy-pothesis is that Finland and the Nordics in general have a good echo amongst millennials in the US, and manage to evoke mainly positive associations. I am hoping that by finding answers to the aforementioned will par-tially help me designate the final design. My aim is to create sensorial identities for Valio and Finlandia that evoke ideas and associations of Finland, resulting into a more holistic image and positive perceptions of the brands.
InterviewsInterviews were divided into themes, which were aiming to cover the following: insights into the respondents’ lifestyles, food trends in the US, respondents’ associations of the Nordics, respondents’ ability to read into semiotics of logos, Valio’s and Finlandia’s brand assess-ments, colour associations, and the level of design respondents’ find relatable. However, in this section I am opening up only the parts of 
the interview that I consider meeting my objectives and having the most significance in terms of the final work. Full detailed interview and remarks can be found in appendix.
o
The interviews began with the interviewees speaking freely about themselves, their lifestyle, values, and how these are reflected in the choices they make with food and eating. Some common conclusions could be drawn: All respondents appreciate authenticity, tradition and heritage: the story and the origins of the product are seen important. Being approachable and relatable is valued over being ‘cool’. Most re-spondents also raised voices for sustainability, growing health con-sciousness and organic produce.The interview moved on to discussion about respondents’ associa-tions of Finland and the Nordics in general, followed by a moodboard of images and words from which they could pick the ones they related the most. All respondents strongly associate words such as outdoorsy, healthy, simple, and clean to the Nordics. They also reported mental landscapes of nature and architecture prior to showing images. Nor-dic lifestyle and culture seem to be appreciated, and Nordic products are seen as good quality and trustworthy, but occasionally even over the top in design. All respondents say they perceive most images and words in the moodboard as Nordic or Finnish, meaning they have a good general understanding of the culture and it’s aesthetics. They even point out certain subtleties in material and texture as familiar to the Nordics.
Nico, 25: “Nordics is a source for in-
spiration for companies in the US. 
It’s considered a luxury for traveling. 
Clean aesthetics, good design, a lot of 
wood, and architecture. I view Nordics 
as calming, pleasing, and organized 
-but it’s not my personal style though. 
There’s a healthy food culture, and not 
as seasoned. It’s seen exotic –tempting 
in terms of origins and quality.”
Adam, 35: “Nordic cultures are more 
easygoing towards daily life. They 
seem carefree and outdoorsy, and are 
not as economically driven people. 
There’s attention to packaging: ap-
pealing, clean, and natural looking 
designs. Nordic products are seen as 
good for you: they take care of making 
a product. The produce is healthier 
because animals are treated better. 
American dairy products have more 
sugar in them, but I actually prefer it 
sweeter too.”
Tim, 31: “Europeans are more for-
ward minded, and there’s less vanity. 
Cleaner, larger, cities mixed with old 
buildings -but they are more updat-
ed and modern. There are mountains, 
less cars and more biking. Outdoorsy, 
progressive, clean, and trustworthy 
come to my mind.”
Betsy, 34 & Sandy, 35: “Blue water, 
white people, Vikings, and a lot of land 
and nature. Outdoorsy. People make 
everything themselves, which is admi-
rable. It’s a little bit different –which 
is a positive connotation. Everything 
from there looks fancy. Clean look, 
simplicity, but slightly intimidating; 
looks expensive, but it’s actually not 
–or maybe costs a bit more.”
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Valio’s brand story
Grown from humble beginnings: founded by the farmers, we now have over one 
hundred years of experience in the Finnish dairy industry. Because we are still 
owned by the very farmers who produce our milk, it is only natural for us to focus 
on sustainable farming. A happy cow simply produces better quality milk. Finnish 
milk has its origins in the untainted countryside and knowledgeable production. In 
fact, Finland produces the EU’s cleanest milk, thanks to having the healthiest cows.
We ensure quality and safety every step of the way to give consumers complete 
peace of mind. Our dairy products are the sustainable GMO-free choice.
Keywords: Responsible, sustainable, transparency, safety, pure, nature, well-being, 
farmer-owned, Finnish, tradition, innovation, contemporary
Finlandia’s brand story
Our cheese and butter have been created from the goodness of nature with skill 
and imagination for more than a century. Our master craftsmen are relentless in 
the pursuit of taste perfection. Each step celebrates the time-honored tradition 
of European craftsmanship for which we are famous.
Owned by small Finnish family-owned farms we know that the happier the cow, 
the better the milk. That’s why we treat our cows like family. They are treated to 
the greenest grass and breathe the pure air of Finland, one of the cleanest coun-
tries on Earth.
We are one of the most highly regarded cheese brands and known for producing 
superior taste and quality. We have earned countless international awards for 
cheese-making excellence. Discover our legendary taste.
Keywords: Quality, craftsmanship, premium, taste, nature, Finnish, skill, tradition, 
pure, clean, authentic, legendary
As the interview proceeded I asked the participants to study Valio’s and Finlandia’s brand stories. Valio’s story is perceived well in overall, but some respondents doubted its genuineness. The tone feels gener-ic at times and not personal enough, which is associated to a bigger company or corporation. Corporations are viewed as a negative thing amongst interviewees. Finlandia’s story is seen as being similar to Valio’s in many aspects, but some respondents felt it managed to paint more images and being more sensorial: “The second story succeeds in painting more images: green grass, time, tradition, and heritage. Facts are backed up. There is more romance in the words. I read it with more excitement in my head. Sounds more welcoming -although this feels corporate too.”After the brand stories, the respondents familiarized themselves with Valio’s and Finlandia’s visual content and products through websites and images. Most respondents feel that Valio’s identity fails to be co-herent, as the visuals and products don’t reflect the respondent’s per-ception of the brand story. Respondents prefer products to have a uni-form look across a product range so that they can easily connect them to a brand.As with Finlandia, most respondents seem to think there is an overall coherence to the brand. It seems that the visual identity is at least par-tially in line with how the respondents perceived the brand through the story. Despite most of the respondents finding the visuals partially outdated, their attitude towards the brand seems overall approbative. 
Findings and insights
from BostonIt seems that it is beneficial for companies to imply effortlessness, and being natural and down to earth in their approach, in order to avoid coming across as fake or insincere. Authenticity and tradition are ap-preciated, and these should be communicated both visually and ver-bally. Millennials seem to have a trained eye and ear for picking up nuances in communication, so there is no need for forced ideas and concepts. Overly designed or ‘cool’ visuals are seen as try-hard and can be found unappealing. 
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All interviewees perceive the Nordic countries in a positive way relat-ing words such as ‘good quality’ and ‘trustworthy’ to them. A conclu-sion could be made that coming across as ‘Nordic’ or ‘Finnish’ could be received well, and it may even be seen as adding perceived value to the brand or product. Respondents also report a good general under-standing of the Nordics, meaning there is no need to force an idea of Finland. ‘Finnishness’ or the concept of ‘originating from the Nordics’ could instead be implied in a more subtle way through different senso-rial cues such as colour, texture, material, and other elements.According to respondents, Finlandia manages to paint more pictures and be more sensorial and romantic in its story, and is therefore re-ceived well. Respondents also highlight the happiness of animals as a positive aspect in both stories. This could mean that emotionally en-gaging content is found appealing. According to research, Valio and Finlandia’s brand stories and visu-al identities fail to have a strong correlation: The mental images that the brand stories manage to paint, don’t translate well into their visu-al communication, although Finlandia seems to translate better than Valio. The perception seems to have changed more drastically from positive to negative with those respondents who felt more engaged by the story, before familiarizing with the products and the websites. This might indicate that when the expectations are set and the reality doesn’t match consumer’s own perception; they experience a stronger sense of disappointment (Spence & Ngo, 2012). A conclusion could be drawn, that when the reality matches with consumer’s own precon-ceptions, they may experience a stronger sense of lenience. Respondents seem to also prefer recognizable brands, meaning that visual coherence is maintained throughout different mediums and product range. In overall Valio is viewed as more corporate and com-mercial. Finlandia again is considered more outdated.
Cross-modal association test
After the research into cross-modal correspondences and the shape symbolism of food, I was intrigued by conducting my own experiments 
to see whether or not it would be possible to harness cross-sensory associations of Valio’s and Finlandia’s products, and whether the re-sults would be anything utilizable in the final design process.According to Charles Spence and Kim Ngo, people are capable of in-tuitively matching textures and flavours of foodstuffs with abstract shapes, and that studies into these shape associations are rather easy to conduct as relatively simple setting and small amount of partici-pants could already provide some insight for a hypothesis (2012). Many academics have also noted that consumers tend to prefer those products that match their sensory expectations (Norman 2004; Spen-ce & Ngo, 2012; Haverkamp, 2012); “People define products not only through their direct sensorial properties such as taste and texture, but also their more subconscious associations and symbolic contents may play a role” (Haverkamp, 2012); Therefore studying people’s associa-tions could be beneficial and may help to set the right expectations for Valio’s and Finlandia’s sensorial identities.In my study I was particularly interested in focusing on the oral-so-
matosensation i.e. mouthfeel. The idea was to explore the shape as-sociations participants make after their oral-somatosensorial experi-ences with yoghurts and drinkables; and cheeses and butter, and to see whether they differ from each other. In the end I was hoping to be able to have a concept of what mouthfeels of Valio and Finlandia look like, and to find out whether a clear difference could be established between the two.
Objects, texture, and mouthfeelTasting sessions were organized with 11 participants to study two dif-ferent categories: a) yoghurts and drinkables representing Valio, and b) cheeses and butter representing Finlandia. The products for Valio category were selected based on the research in the US; the picked products would best meet the demands of the current and upcoming market. The products for Finlandia category again are the ones being already sold in the US. The tests were conducted in a studio apartment as individual one-on-one sessions in order to avoid interference from other people. The tests were executed over a course of two weeks, and lasted for one hour including briefing and warming up. The partici-pants were seated so that they couldn not see any product packaging, and all food samples were presented in similar anonymous manner. It 
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had also been confirmed that the participants posed no strong likes or dislikes towards the foodstuffs presented. The participants were both men and women, ranging from 25-34 in years of age, and from Europe-an cultural background: 9 Finnish, 1 British and 1 Italian. Notes of par-ticipants’ reactions and comments were taken throughout the session.The test started by asking the participants what objects they relate to the process of consuming of the products in each category. This was meant to function partially as a warm up, but there was also a hypoth-esis that the objects we handle prior to food consumption might have an impact on how we associate food textures with shapes. After this, the participants were asked which single shape they would strongly associate with each category. Next phase was the actual tasting test: participants were given food samples from each category separately, and asked to describe the texture and mouthfeel of the foodstuffs as detailed as possible as they were eating. Immediately after they fin-ished tasting the products from each category, the participants were asked to intuitively visualize their oral-somatosensorial experience by drawing. The drawings were then analyzed together so that the par-ticipant could give further insight into what they had been intending to draw, or what was it they wanted to express. Most drawings were abstract shapes and lines varying in roundness and angularity.
Findings and insightsThe three most related objects with yoghurts and drinkables were spoon, bowl, and glass; which could be typically considered as more rounded forms, whereas the three most related objects with cheeses and butter were knife, slicer, and grater; typically considered as sharp and more angular. After this all participants associated a round shape to yoghurts and drinkables, and a rectangular for cheeses and butter prior to actual tasting. The results could indicate that qualities of the objects and packaging we relate to food products and eating experi-ences may have an impact on our associations even if we are not phys-ically touching them, from which a further conclusion could be drawn that the things we see, touch, and feel during the process of eating, may impact our perception.When asked to describe the texture and mouthfeel during the taste test, the participants in many cases used words that typically describe 
a) b)
objects
single shape
mouthfeel
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flavour. This was by no means an error, since as established earlier flavour and texture are intertwined. The three most associated words with yoghurts and drinkables were sour, creamy, and sweet; and soft, rubbery, and strong for cheeses and butter; interesting remark being that the participants perceived cheese as ‘rubbery’ only after the sam-ples were changed from slices to cubes, which may indicate that the shape of the foodstuff may have an impact on its perceived textural attributes. Participants also used many interesting expressions and words that are used to describe visual attributes or even sounds, as they were trying to describe the perceived texture of the foodstuffs. Yoghurts and drinkables were perceived such as “a layered cloud”, hilly, pastelly, glossy, “as if you drank pastel colours”, “childhood”; includ-ing ambiguous “blub blub blub blub” -sound made by one participant. Cheeses and butter were perceived also as foresty, “yellow based’” and “more fun in the summer”.The final drawings demonstrate that based on their texture and mouthfeel yoghurts and drinkables are further being associated with rounded shapes and soft forms, taking that the single shape associated to them initially prior to the experience with mouthfeel, was already a rounded shape. This is to suggest that attributes such as ‘creamy’ and ‘sweet’ could be regarded as being clearly rounded in sensorial com-munication. This information could be applied in visual, tactile and even olfactory concepts.The drawings suggest that the experience with mouthfeel had more influence on the shape associations of cheeses and yoghurts. Partici-pants initially associated a rectangle or an angular shape to aforemen-tioned foodstuffs, but after tasting more rounded and other ambigu-ous forms emerged as associations from the words such as ‘rubbery’ and ‘strong’. This may indicate that texture of the foodstuffs may im-pact how we perceive them after tasting as compared to our associa-tions before tasting. The results suggest that yoghurts and drinkables, and cheeses and butter create different associations based on their texture. All in all, a difference was established between the two cate-gories.Many recent researches have suggested the benefits of setting up sen-sory expectations for our encounters and experiences. Research into different cross-modal correspondences can help understanding and defining what those expectations might be. Insights generated by this experiment will be utilized in the final work. 
Participants’ visual associations of the 
mouthfeel of yoghurts and drinkables
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Participants’ visual associations of 
the mouthfeel of cheeses and butter
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Part 3
Production and
the design process
Design philosophy
As a designer I consider myself more as a thinker than a doer. Spend-ing time creating and researching concepts have always interested me more than the process of making. I have come to observe that the threshold for turning ideas and concepts into physical existence is ex-ceptionally high for me; I tend to execute a high level of self-censor-ship questioning the meaning, and the reasons why something should exist. Thus in many cases my work ends up being conceptual, balanc-ing between art and design.Innovation and novelty are generally not attributes that I strive for. Eva Zeisel has once said: “Novelty is a concept of commerce, not an aesthetic concept”. In addition to aesthetics, my design would ideally hold an element of discovery to it; share an insight, or communicate an interesting concept whether a new or an old one. I enter the process of making often with a clear vision to the finest detail and become very particular about the execution. My biggest struggle is to stay open minded leaving space for happy accidents that will allow me to discover and learn during the process. Human mind is only capable of conceiving things within the limits of its own knowledge and understanding, so to an extent I find the accidents and struggle essential for an optimal result. My work tends to be some-times peculiar, but symmetrical, quite delicate, and polished, although I would like to see myself moving more often away from the perfection and clean geometry towards more ambiguous and organic aesthetics. 
I have a particular fondness towards colours and materials, and I tend to vary the materials I work with. I consider intuition as one of my best and the most reliable assets in the design process. Intuition is often overlooked as something silly, as it is not tangible or within a reach of verbal reasoning. However, my theory is that by creating a holistic understanding of a concept by immersing oneself into the research enables one to make sound deci-sions based on intuition.
InspirationI have been curious about multiple practices unable to focus solely on one thing, so seeing designers working across different fields, and works that cross borders of art and design; and the potential of the idea that there is no need to limit myself, inspire me. I currently feel the most intrigued by projects that focus on explorations in colour, form, material, and texture from a human perspective; multisensory experiences, concepts, or objects that suggest ambience or mood thus aiming to tap into our emotions; or entice connections between physi-cal and mental worlds in which senses function as the mediator. Also abstract and still life painting with an emphasis on colour and form inspire me such as Hilma af Klint, Agnes Martin, and Giorgio Mo-randi.
Fig 2. Wang & Söderström’s work balances between real and surreal. Striving to create un-
expected experiences, small details make the viewer question what they are seeing and by 
extension, how do they perceive the world. Valentina Cameranesi. Sculptural vases present 
curved and complex shapes based on the research into the use of marble in ancient Roman 
churches and anatomical shapes in classical sculptures. “Their formal ambiquity requires 
the dexterity of a sculptor in order to obtain where the veining and chromatic variations 
soften and expand.”
Studio Swine New Spring. An interactive installation and multisensory experience presents
ephemeral materials in a strange context: mist filled bubbles disappear on contact with skin, 
but can be held by wearing special cloves.  ephemeral materials in a strange context: mist 
filled bubbles disappear on contact with skin, but can be held by wearing special cloves.
Fig 1. Studio Swine’s multisensory experience New 
Spring presents ephemeral materials in an interactive 
installation: mist filled bubbles disappear on contact 
with skin, but can be held by wearing special cloves.
Fig 3. Wang & Söderström’s work balances be-
tween real and surreal. Striving to create un-
expected experiences, small details make the 
viewer question what they are seeing and by ex-
tension, how do they perceive the world.
Fig 4. Giorgio Morandi, still life painting  >
Fig 5. Victoria Ling, still life photography
Fig 2. Valentina Cameranesi’s sculptural 
vases present curved and complex shapes 
based on the research into the use of marble 
in ancient Roman churches and anatomical 
shapes in classical sculptures.
^
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Final pieces
My final work consists of two parts; first part being the sensorial iden-
tities for Valio and Finlandia. ‘Sensorial identity’ in this context refers to an atmosphere that is suggested to be associated to each brand, and has been designed utilizing the knowledge and inspiration gained during the research phase. The aim is to present updated and coher-ent concepts for both brands, introducing the direction they could be developed towards in the future in order for them to possibly better meet the expectations of the customers, and to evoke an emotional re-sponse. The sensorial identities could be used to set a tone, and func-tion as a reference point for branding in order to assure that the over-all atmosphere is maintained throughout all stages of communication.The second part is a set of artworks inspired by the cross-modal asso-ciation test. The shape associations of cheese and butter, and the most common words used by the test group to describe the oral-somato-sensory experience of the sampled cheeses are interpreted into four colourful pieces altogether representing ‘the mouthfeel of cheese’.I wanted to produce two outcomes as they serve different purposes: one aims to cover the research objectives set in the beginning of the project together with the client i.e. Valio, and the second one being personal artistic work inspired by the research.
Curiosity boards of
Valio and Finlandia The medium I wanted to use to communicate Valio’s and Finlandia’s identities was clear early on. Colour and material board is a design tool that is used to show how selected colours and materials work to-gether. The board also allows creating an understanding of the volume of different colours in relation to each other. I used the idea of colour and material board as a starting point incorporating more elements to it. Curiosity board is a term I came across with during research in-dicating that the contents can include a repertoire of things; for me it meant anything from visual and tactile to more intangible cues. In 
comparison to a concept board, which is regarded as a representation of an idea for a product or a service, curiosity board should be regard-ed as more metaphoric and atmospheric in its nature, as the displayed elements are not all necessarily meant to be incorporated into the fi-nal concept.Valio and Finlandia are presented on separate boards through colours, objects and elements to be associated with each brand. The boards can be perceived through the senses of sight, touch and smell, thus aim-ing towards conveying a more consolidated and holistic image of the brand identities. The contents of the boards have been selected and developed based on all the previous research conducted. The boards are accompanied with an index, mapping and explaining the contents of each board. This work could be seen to serve as a design tool offering some future perspectives for Valio and Finlandia to draw upon. 
Constructing sensorial identitiesI started building Valio’s and Filandia’s identities by collecting all the findings; remarks and associations made with each brand in different stages of research into lists of keywords and ideas.
To reflect Finnish tradition andinnovation in a modern way+  Looks Finnish, happy animals-   Not coherent, corporate,     commercial
Objects: Spoon, bowl, glass, cow,udder, pasture.
Mouthfeel: Sour, creamy, sweet, smooth, thick, layered cloud,pastelly, childhood
Single shape: Rounded
After tasting: Rounded, soft, organic
To reflect Finnish tradition andheritage in a contemporary way+  Coherent, conveys heritage
-   Does not reflect Finland, outdated,      gets mixed with vodka
Objects:  Knife, slicer, grater
Mouthfeel: Soft, rubbery, strong, sharp, tangy, savoury, aged, smoky, juniper like, crystalline, granular, foresty,“yellow based”, “more fun in thesummer”
Single shape: Rectangular, angular
After tasting: Angular, organic,ambiquous
Aim
Findings from
Boston
Cross-modal
association test
Shape
associations
+  General brand virtues based on Boston interviews: Authentic, traditional,
    natural, down-to-earth, Nordic associations, not too ‘cool’
Valio Finlandia
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Valio’s list naturally evokes mental connections to countryside through its brand story, and associations created by objects and foodstuff such as pasture, layered cloud, happy animals, cow, and udder. The associ-ated objects further engender ideas of morning time as spoon, bowl and glass are be related to breakfast rituals. Finlandia again generates ideas of forest and potentially a cottage environment as the brand sto-ry and the objects and foodstuffs triggered associations of tradition, heritage, foresty flavours, juniper, strong, sharp, aged, smoky, knife, and ‘more fun in the summer’. One objective for the project was to find a connection between Valio and Finlandia. As they are visually significantly different, I thought this could be best achieved by creating a narrative that brings the brands closer together on a conceptual level. Since Valio evokes ideas of morning and the countryside, and Finlandia potentially a cottage and a forest, I started to work with the idea that they could be thought of as being two ends of a day; as parts of one cycle. Thus Finlandia would represent the evening; as much as cheeses and butter can be seen as being part of breakfast, they fit into a romantic idea of an eve-ning too. It is also important to note that I naturally associate summer being the time of the year, since it will have a crucial impact on many other elements.I started to build a colour palette for each brand drawing inspiration from these two scenes, thus the colour palettes would naturally link them to chosen environments. The time of the day also had an impact on the tones of the colours: Valio’s morning colours are more vivid, bright and saturated, whereas Finlandia’s evening colours are deeper, broken and muted.I continued by analyzing the brands through the settings of country-side and forest and the keywords from the research, and started to in-corporate visual, tactile and olfactory elements to the boards based on them. The keywords for Valio’s visual, tactile and olfactory elements were: rounded, soft, smooth, sweet, pastelly, spoon, bowl and glass, and the additional keywords inspired by the countryside being: sun-rise, barn, field, meadow, wild flowers, and birch. The main ideas and emotions that Valio’s curiosity board aims to convey are: Health, fresh-ness, happiness, joy, energy, playfulness, trustworthy and innovation; ultimately aiming at being perceived as less corporate, less commer-cial, more coherent, and to reflect Finnish tradition and innovation in a contemporary way.
The inspiration for Finlandia’s visual, tactile and olfactory elements picked from the research were: Angular, organic, strong, sharp, aged, smoky, savoury, and knife; and the additional keywords inspired by the forest and cottage were: Pine tree, sunset, firewood, sauna, heir-loom, and nature. The main ideas and emotions that Finlandia’s iden-tity aims to convey are: Tradition, solitude, one-with-nature, equi-librium, tranquility, craftsmanship, and heritage, aiming at creating associations to Finland, and not seem outdated.
Colours of Finlandia Colours of Valio
Keywords
forest
nature
pine
summer
cottage 
Finland
tradition
heritage
heirloom
craftsmanship
contemporary
evening
sunset
muted
cheese & butter
solitude
equilibrium
tranquility
one-with-nature
sustainable
Keywords
countryside
nature
birch
summer
farm
meadow
Finland
tradition
modern
innovation 
morning
sunrise
fresh
bright
saturated
yoghurts &
drinkables
joy
playfulness
energy
healthy
trustworthy
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Summer evening at the cottage
Finlandia
Scents of cedar wood; leather, wood and smoke; 
subtle dark green accords; rosemary; chamomile
tea and coffee  ^
<  Textures of bark, aged copper, wooden
    handle, and waxed candle  ^ 
Summer morning in the countryside
Valio 
^  Scents of Caramel, Joy and Meadow
<  Three touch objects with smooth, 
    soft, and corrugated surfaces 
Pops of bright colour, rounded and symmet-
rical shapes, multiplicity of things, and feel of 
lightness and air are important elements in 
evoking feelings of joy. (Fetell Lee, 2018)
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Mouthfeel of cheese‘Tangy’, ‘Rubbery’, and ‘Soft, sharp, strong’ together form a family of silicone artworks inspired by the cross-sensory connections of eating cheese. I wanted to reflect on Finlandia’s study results further in the final work, as the abstract drawings representing the oral-somato-sensory experience of cheese were intriguing. The ambiguous shapes drawn by the participants were discussed together in order to gain more insight into what the images were aiming to express. Differ-ent sensations were analyzed in relation to each other; which ones were considered primary and which secondary; how did the elements compare to each other in size? The aim was not to copy the drawings straight into three-dimensional form, but rather to communicate the sensation as reported with help from the images. The result is thus my interpretation of the reported associations and sensations. The final works will be accompanied with a cheese plate during viewing, so that the viewer can experience and observe the mouthfeel of cheese simul-taneously through their oral-somatosensory feel and vision.
MaterialsI chose to make the pieces with silicone, as the texture and feel of hard-ened silicone may carry a resemblance to the surface of the mouth when examined closely: the texture feeling resilient, and the surface looking glossy and bubbly. Furthermore the process of working with it carries a resemblance to that of cheese making: a viscous fluid is casted into a mold, turning solid over time. Parts of the work were made with jesmonite, a composite material that is casted. Hardened jesmonite can be worked afterwards and sanded into a very fine and smooth surface. It is heavier than silicone; so all the supportive elements were therefore made with jesmonite.
Designing and makingI chose to reflect on the flavours and textures of tangy, rubbery, and soft, sharp, and strong, the three latter ones being incorporated into one single piece as the words were often used together to describe a 
certain kind of flavour sensation related to one particular cheese. The inspiration for sketching was derived from the drawings and the dia-logue with the participants. Life size cardboard prototypes were constructed after sketching to see how the forms would work in relation to each other and to a space. Some alterations were made after this stage and the decisions the thicknesses of the pieces were also considered at this point. The fi-nal forms ended up symmetrical and refined both for silicone and jes-monite pieces, which was due to personal aesthetic preferences. After determining the exact form and thickness, the pieces’ holding capacity were calculated in order to determine the amount of silicone needed for the casting.After experimenting with silicone I discovered that the glossiness of the mold or material that silicone is casted against is directly trans-ferred to the surface of the casted silicone. I wanted my pieces to be high gloss to carry that inside-of-the-mouth quality to them, so I chose to make molds from high gloss acrylic. The pieces I was about to cast were the biggest casts done with sil-icone at school so far, so no one really had a clear understanding of how to mix and handle silicone, and how it would harden in such large quantities. Silicone is an expensive material, so I could only order the exact amount of silicone needed for the pieces: 11 liters of silicone were used for casting altogether. I was learning how to cast big sili-cone pieces from YouTube and some smaller test piece were made, but in the end I could just hope for the best.I felt it would be natural to use the colours from Finlandia’s colour palette, and played around with different combinations for the piec-es. I ended up adopting neon yellow as part of the artwork’s colour scheme, bringing an element of ‘pop’ and playfulness. During the process of making colour samples, I learned that the colour repetition and accuracy was far better with silicone than jesmonite: Mixing the right shades with silicone was easy and there was hardly any change in colour before and after hardening, whereas with jes-monite finding the right shade took much longer. There was also a big difference before and after hardening: The shades tended to get more muted, which had to be foreseen when mixing. It was also practically 
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impossible to get some shades to repeat as vibrant on jesmonite as they did on silicone or on the paper samples. All in all silicone is a great material for producing colour samples, as the colour intended is relatively easy to reach, and different surfaces from high gloss to matt can be also produced.Mixing is essential in the process of casting silicone for it to harden right: the desired colour shade is first mixed in the base, which is then mixed with the catalyst, the ratio being 10:1; meaning 10 parts of sili-cone base plus 1 part of catalyst. Ensuring that silicone is mixed thor-oughly is more difficult in large quantities, so I decided to make small-er patches and combine them into one before pouring it into a mold.The expectation was that the hardened silicone sheets would have been resilient enough to support themselves in a bent form, but it turned out that they needed support. Additional metal framework were constructed and painted, and the silicone was laid on top. 
Soft, sharp strong -depicts a flavour and texture ex-
perience that starts of as soft, but as the cheese breaks 
down and dissolves in the mouth the flavour intensifies, 
the wave-like form expressing how the flavour pro-
ceeds and unravels.
Tangy, Rubbery, and
Soft, sharp, strong
The mouthfeel of cheese 
Tangy: The flavour and texture experience of tangy feels like an intensely piercing sweet and sour im-
pression along the sides of the tongue. During the taste test the participants also reported on crystalline 
and granular textures in cheese, which has inspired the surface on the jesmonite blocks.
Rubbery: Rubbery texture could be described as feeling resilient 
and sometimes squeaky. The final piece can be pressed from the 
top causing bouncing and wobbling effect in the piece. Rubbery 
was the most difficult piece to cast requiring 4,6 liters of silicone 
poured into a soft PVC-tube covered with acrylic loops that crea-
ted the texture onto the final piece. The tube had to be soft in 
order to be able to easily peel the silicone from the tube after 
hardening. Silicone usually hardens overnight, but this piece was 
left to harden for over a week.
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Conclusion
This thesis aims to develop a general understanding for what sensory design is and can be regarded as by introducing it in the scope of rel-ative theoretical background: through research, and various different concepts and practices. My aim was also to explore and harness meth-ods through which to practice and execute sensorial design approach to a project, to demonstrate how it may contribute to the overall pro-cess and the final result.Another objective was to improve Valio’s and Finlandia’s identities to make them more emotionally appealing for the target consumers by defining sensorial assets that would better response to the brand stories and help to create overall coherence. I am also hoping to have demonstrated how sensorial design choices such as colour and mate-rial may even support customers’ sensory expectations when it comes to taste and the product promise. To me sensory design seems to ultimately be about understanding people’s underlying functions and expectations, and corresponding with them by optimizing encounters accordingly: aiming to engage consumers and viewers by removing the plasticity from the products and marketing and providing more genuine and holistic experiences.The final pieces and the design process were exhibited in Aalto Uni-versity’s Beta Space from 6th to the 7th of August 2018 under the name of Sensorial Aesthetics. The exhibition served as an opportunity for the respondents from Valio to view and assess the work. My advisor Hanna Hiekkamies, Brand Director for Valio, expressed her content-ment for the results by concluding that she views them as holding commercial worth and a potential to be taken further.Research into sensory design has helped me to gain more understand-ing and awareness over some of the choices I make during a design process, since I sometimes rely on experience and intuition rather than conscious reasoning. It has also given me new ideas and inspira-tion on how to approach projects differently. I have also gained more confidence in an open-ended design process, which I often tend to fight against by trying to foresee and determine the outcome in or-der to maintain a feeling of being in control. Experiencing succes from trusting a process can thus be considered as my main personal victory.
ReflectionsConducting a research-based thesis was a mix of ups and downs. Despite experiencing confusion and uncertainty about the outcome during the research phase, in retrospective I feel content with what I’ve learned.The amount of foreknowledge and literature reviews I covered in order to achieve a comfortable level of understanding sensoriality; learning about individual senses, sensory design, and other intertwin-ing practices and methodologies from artistic and scientific points of view, felt slightly overwhelming. Combining the information and nar-rowing down to produce a coherent and linear framework felt like a struggle at times.It seems that sensory design is still a relatively new practice, as the terminology is not constant. Terms of sensory design, multisensory design, sensorial design and multisensorial design kept being mixed, and there seemed to be no real logic in how they were being utilized. It seems that their individual meanings in relation to each other has not been fully established yet. However it appears that the concept of sensory design is still internationally further recognized as compared to Finland, where sensory design does not seem to be acknowledged as a discipline yet.I familiarized myself with Michael Haverkamp’s book about Synes-thetic Design only after the design research phase, and I was happy to observe that even that my strategies would have been better having studied the book earlier, I had managed to deploy some similar ele-ments and approaches the book was suggesting. If I were to practice same methods again in the future, I would develop the interviews and taste test further based on the knowledge gained thereafter.I am happy to have gained competence in conducting an open-ended design process. The artwork inspired by the mouthfeel of cheese re-sulted from the ideas generated during the research, meaning that the result could have not been in the reach of my imagination beforehand. I understand the benefits in following the research plan: taking dis-coveries onboard as they occur and analyzing the results. 
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“Lockers taste like 
 chicken nuggets”
-Unkown synesthete
